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“If I were one of the data 
points on this data 
visualization, would I feel 
offended?”

-Kim Bui



Using Language with an 
Equity Awareness



Using language with an equity awareness
Do my title, annotations, notes, etc. explicitly mention forces of oppression and 
historical context?



Example taken from Data Feminism by Catherine D’Ignazio and Lauren Klein



Using language with an equity awareness
Does my title, annotations, notes, etc. explicitly mention forces of oppression and 
historical context?

Do my labels use people-first language?



Using language with an equity awareness
Does my title, annotations, notes, etc. explicitly mention forces of oppression and 
historical context?

Do my labels use people-first language?

Do my labels reflect the terms the community I’m visualizing prefer?



Ordering Data Purposefully



Ordering data purposefully
Which group am I presenting first? Why?





Ordering data purposefully
Which group am I presenting first? Why?

Can my results be ordered differently?

● Does my study focus on a specific community?
● Is there a particular story or argument I am trying to tell?
● Is there a quantitative relationship (i.e., population size, effect size, etc) 

between groups? Can they be ordered alphabetically?



Choosing colors and icons with 
sensitivity and inclusiveness



Choosing colors and icons with sensitivity and 
inclusiveness
Do my colors and icons avoid reinforcing stereotypes and power hierarchies?







Choosing colors and icons with a racial equity 
awareness
Do my colors and icons avoid reinforcing stereotypes and power hierarchies?

Do my icons and images show people as empowered and dignified rather than 
as helpless victims?



Data viz is just one part of a 
larger data ecosystem



Engaging lived experiences
Did my project seek out and engage with community partners to help me 
better understand the topic I am studying?

Is the community seeing benefits from the work I am doing? Do my goals align 
with theirs?

Were community members given an opportunity to weigh in on the design of 
the project?

Were final results shared with the community first before publication so they 
could provide feedback?



Examining the data behind the viz critically
How were these data generated?

Are these data representative?

Who is included and who is excluded from these data? Whose voices, lives, and 
experiences are missing?

Why were these data collected? Who stands to benefit?

Who might be harmed by the collection or publication of these data?



Embodying diversity and inclusivity in data 
teams and organizations

What is my identity as an individual?

What are the identities held in my team?

What is the identity of my organization?



Do no harm with data viz


